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In addition to our traditional meeting spaces, we offer a wide variety of unique venues for a tailored experience for small groups and private events. From private dining rooms to a spacious outdoor terrace at Lily Ballroom, both our classic and non-traditional spaces are available to meet your every need.
RESTAURANTS
Bar Zazu showcases the spirit and flavors of Europe in a festive and stylish atmosphere. A tasting lounge, providing a relaxing environment for visitors to enjoy European tapas, brews, wine, and cocktails. Menu highlights include globally-inspired tapas, cheese, and charcuterie, and savory pastries.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 2,000 SQ FT
- SEATING CAPACITY: 100
- BAR SEATING: 15
- MAIN DINING: 65 SEATED
- ROSE ROOM: 25 SEATED
- RECEPTION: 150 STANDING

Click here to learn more about Bar Zazu
Embracing the traditions of Italy, Brezza features a menu of modern coastal Italian fare with housemade pastas and premier seafood along with crafted cocktails including signature Negronis. Local Chef Nicole Brisson is proving that good ingredients, good people and good practices aren’t a desert mirage. Ease in for brunch in the lounge, float to the patio for aperitivos or stay away for dinner in the main dining room.

- **SQUARE FOOTAGE**: 10,000 SQ FT
- **SEATING CAPACITY**: 250
- **BAR SEATING**: 20
- **LOUNGE SEATING**: 40
- **PRIVATE DINING ROOMS**:
  - **SALA DINING ROOM**: 120 SEATED | 180 RECEPTION
  - **OSTERIA PRIVATE DINING ROOM**: 25 SEATED | 40 RECEPTION
  - **TERRAZZA PATIO**: 130 SEATED | 200 RECEPTION
  - **LA SOCIETA BAR LOUNGE**: 60 RECEPTION

Click here to learn more about Brezza.
A reimagining of the classic steakhouse experience offering dry-aged American steaks from artisan producers, Japanese-certified Wagyu steaks and playful vegan selections in a modern environment. The property’s exclusive steakhouse presents an expansive bar and lounge area, a plush main dining room and a sweeping terrace with outdoor bar and lounge gardens overlooking the Las Vegas Strip.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 13,500 SQ FT
- SEATING CAPACITY: 351
- BAR SEATING: 36
- MAIN DINING ROOM: 116 SEATED
- LOUNGE: 40 SEATED
- PDRS COMBINED: 45 SEATED
- KNIFE SHOP: 16
- WHISKEY ROOM: 16
- PATIO FULL: 150 SEATED
- SOUTH: 40
- CENTER: 50
- NORTH: 60
Featuring ultra-premium Caspy Caviar by proprietor and Michelin-starred chef Shaun Hergatt, brings its indulgent caviar alongside decadent plates of cured meats, oysters, cheeses, and seafood dishes to Resorts World Las Vegas. The high-design, intimate jewel box restaurant and bar is designed by Roman Vnoukov and features Belarus crystal-embellished doors, dark, moody walls, and a 20ft bar adorned in stingray. Hand-crafted cocktails include custom libations. Caviar bumps are served with champagne or vodka, so guests can keep the fun flowing and indulge themselves all night.

- MAIN DINING ROOM: 70 SEATED
- BAR: 10 SEATED
- RECEPTION: 120 STANDING

Click here to reserve your group’s event!
Crossroads is the first fully “plant-based” inspired Italian/Mediterranean fine-dining restaurant on the Las Vegas Strip. Vegans, flexitarians, omnivores, and meat enthusiasts can all have a seat at the table to indulge in curated offerings by acclaimed Chef Tal Ronnen and Executive Chef Paul Zlatos. Fans of the Los Angeles hotspot can enjoy the collection of Chef Tal’s signature dishes including the Stuffed Zucchini Blossoms, Impossible Cigars, Pizzas and Pastas. Chef Tal even created signature dishes specifically for the Vegas market, including Caviar and Chips and Chestnut Foie Gras. Guests can opt for the restaurant’s quick-service outpost, CB/Crossroads Burger, which features housemade plant-based sausages, burgers, chicken nuggets and their famous sundaes that can be enjoyed in a more casual setting or taken on-the-go.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 3,267
- MAIN DINING ROOM: 100 SEATED
- RECEPTION: 120 SEATED
- BAR: 18 SEATED
- PDR 1 & 2: 16 SEATED
- PDR COMBINED: 40 SEATED
- CURVED ROOM: 60 SEATED
- RECEPTION: 80

Click here to learn more about Crossroads

Click here to reserve your group’s event!
FUHU Las Vegas is the newest breed of high-energy, experiential vibe dining mixed with an unexpected twist on contemporary Asian cuisine and an elevated mixology program. The venue's vibrant, multi-dimensional design features retro touches and modern, Chinese-inspired details, while a lush indoor-outdoor dining room and patio provides the perfect backdrops for all-day dining. The menu features a wide variety of Asian-inspired dishes, including seafood, steak and sushi, plus specialty cocktails and sake.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 7390 SQ FT
- SEATING CAPACITY: 241
- PDR 1: 12 SEATED
- PDR 2: 20 SEATED
- PDR 3: 8 SEATED
- MAIN DINING ROOM: 76 SEATED
- PATIO: 66 SEATED
- BAR: 16 SEATED
- LOUNGE: 45 SEATED
- VERANDA: 28 SEATED
- FULL VENUE: 400 RECEPTION

Click here to learn more about FUHU
Step into old-world glamour at Genting Palace, a culinary gem that offers an exquisite menu of authentic Chinese cuisine. The menu provides an abundant selection of seafood, rice and noodle dishes and exceptional dim sum.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 8,400 SQ FT
- SEATING CAPACITY: 180
- MAIN DINING ROOM: 120 SEATED
- LOUNGE: 50 SEATED
- RECEPTION: 250 STANDING
- BAR SEATING: 11

- 3 PRIVATE DINING ROOMS
- 40 SEATS WHEN ALL PDRS ARE COMBINED
- PDR 1: 12 SEATED
- PDR 2: 16 SEATED
- PDR 3: 12 SEATED

Click here to reserve your group’s event!

Click here to learn more about Genting Palace.
Kusa Nori is a modern Japanese bistro complete with a sushi bar and teppanyaki grills. The restaurant serves classic and innovative dishes from Japan including yakitori and teppanyaki creations, plus an extensive selection of sake.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 6,380 SQ FT
- SEATING CAPACITY: 185
- BAR SEATING: 12
- DISTRICT PATIO: 30 SEATED | 60 RECEPTION
- RECEPTION CAPACITY: 250
- MAIN DINING ROOM: 75 SEATED

- PRIVATE DINING ROOMS
  - 1 PRIVATE DINING ROOM, 12 SEATS
  - 4 TEPPANYAKI GRILLS, 9 SEATS EACH

Click here to learn about Kusa Nori
Click here to reserve your group’s event!
Created in collaboration with Esquire Magazine’s “Chef of the Year,” ¡VIVA! celebrates Chef Ray Garcia’s distinct culinary perspective and fresh take on Latin cooking. Enjoy a collection of cultural favorites such as handmade corn masa tortillas and freshly prepared ceviches, guacamoles and salsas. The menu highlights the bright and bold flavors synonymous with Mexican food and spotlights regional dishes and seasonal ingredients designed as small plates, appetizers, and shareable entrees.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 6,357 SQ FT
- SEATING CAPACITY: 239
- BAR SEATING: 19
- BIRDCAGE: 12 SEATS
- POBLANO: 40 SEATED
- CASA: 50 SEATED
- LOUNGE SEATING: 18

- TEQUILA PRIVATE DINING ROOM
  SEATING CAPACITY: 18
  365 SQ FT

- HABANERO EXTERIOR PRIVATE DINING:
  SEATING CAPACITY: 84
  FULL RESTAURANT BUYOUT: 350 RECEPTION
  2,006 SQ FT

Click here to reserve your group’s event!
Get a taste of Southern California’s iconic wine and dining at Wally’s Wine & Spirits first and only location outside of California. An institution widely beloved by Angelenos and Hollywood celebrities for decades, Wally’s blends a restaurant, wine bar and specialty gourmet market, creating a one-stop tasting and shopping experience, with menu highlights such as pizza, salads, steaks, and deluxe, hand-crafted charcuterie boards. Enjoy over 8,000 labels of wine, spirits, beer, and specialty gourmet food items from around the globe, available for sale or to enjoy as a sit-down experience.

- KING’S TABLE: 14
- BACK VAULT: 40
- PATIO: 60
- FULL VENUE SEATED: 150

Click here to learn about Wally’s

Click here to reserve your group’s event!
Escape to a tropical getaway at agave pool bar, serving coastal cuisine and cocktails. Soak up some rays and enjoy lunch and desserts, with menu signatures such as agave jalapeno burger, shrimp ceviche and caramel filled churros. Diners can also indulge in poolside beverages, such as mojitos, margaritas and mules.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 7,700 SQ FT
- RECEPTION: 200
- SEATED: 76
Dawg House Saloon & Sports Book features live Classic Rock, Country, and Pop performances daily. We have plenty of room to host your private events. Sports fans: place your bets! You won't miss a play while ordering from an extensive menu of craft beers, creative cocktails, and crave-worthy culinary creations with a Southern twist. There’s nowhere else on the Las Vegas Strip that offers customers free live entertainment, sports betting and classically comforting bar eats in one location. Experience the excitement, entertainment, and gambling Vegas has to offer, wrapped in a comfortable pair of jeans. This venue is 21+ only.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 15,000
- SEATING CAPACITY: 221
- BAR SEATING: 41
- RECEPTION: 1000

Booking Info
info@dawghouselasvegas.com

Click here to learn more about Dawg House
Inspired by the energetic street markets of Southeast Asia, Famous Foods Street Eats features a curated collection of pan-Asian eateries mixed with crave-able concepts by award-winning chefs from around the globe. This new-age dining destination serves up food edutainment with a side of mouthwatering bites and sensational sips sure to tantalize tastebuds.

- RECEPTION CAPACITY: 1,000
Created by Richie Palmer, Mulberry Street Pizzeria has been a Beverly Hills institution since 1991, offering authentic pizza by the slice and whole pies with specialty toppings such as Chicken Ranch, Eggplant Parmesan and Rigatoni. Designed to satisfy a variety of food cravings, Mulberry Street Pizzeria’s menu also features several vegan options, mouthwatering pasta dishes and sweet desserts for a complete meal experience.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 2,665 SQ FT
- SEATING CAPACITY: 46

Bring Mulberry Street Pizzeria to your event with our Mulberry Street Pizzeria Food Truck! Inquire with our Group Dining & Catering Sales Team for information.
RedTail is a fully integrated social gaming lounge for guests 21+ featuring interactive gaming, in-venue sports betting, live entertainment, and expansive TV’s offering the city’s best indoor sports experience. Kick back and enjoy our signature cocktails and share plates or try any number of our 24 beers. If sports aren’t your thing, you can belt out your favorite tunes in our 3 private karaoke rooms.

In this versatile space, there is definitely something for everyone!

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 3,980 SQ FT
- SEATING CAPACITY: 182
- RECEPTION: 300 STANDING
- KARAOKE ROOM 1 - 19 SEATED 271 SQ FT
- KARAOKE ROOM 2 - 20 SEATED 297 SQ FT
- KARAOKE ROOM 3 - 15 SEATED 223 SQ FT
- COMBINED KARAOKE ROOMS - 50 RECEPTION

Click here to reserve your group’s event!
The Kitchen offers all the classics such as burgers, salads, and sandwiches as well as a buffet option for guests to select from. Diners can also enjoy wines by the glass, domestic and imported beers and seltzers. Located directly off of the casino floor.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 10,200
- SEATING CAPACITY: 250

Available for private events after 5 PM

Click here to reserve your group's event!

Click here to learn more about The Kitchen.
This playful eatery presents an innovative take on comfort food, starring one key ingredient: eggs. No longer just a breakfast staple, Sun’s Out Buns out offers egg dishes all day, every day. Whether you’re seeking traditional breakfast bites or looking for savory spins on familiar flavors, a visit to Sun’s out Buns Out is sure to put you in an egg-cellent mood.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 3,150
- SEATING CAPACITY: 64
CLUBS AND LOUNGES
Ayu Beach seeks to create harmony and balance by imitating nature in the design. The multipurpose performance stage serves as a backdrop to some of the best talent in the world. This venue is 21+ only.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 24,000
- RECEPTION: 1600
- LUXURIOUS BUNGALOWS AND BALINESE-INSPIRED DAYBEDS: 73
With expansive views of the dazzling Las Vegas Strip, Allē Lounge on 66 features a stunning space 66 floors above the neon lights. The lounge showcases an exceptional collection of fine and rare spirits, handcrafted cocktails and globally inspired small plates. This venue is 21+ only.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 4,000 SQ FT
- SEATING CAPACITY: 118
- RECEPTION: 275
- BAR SEATING: 16

Click here to learn more about Allē Lounge on 66

Click here to reserve your group's event!
Located within Resorts World Las Vegas, Eight Lounge is a modern and vibrant environment with more than 150 premium cigars on hand in its custom-built humidor. Shedding stereotypes often associated with cigars, Eight is sophisticated, sexy, energetic and caters to everyone. In addition to its vast selection of smokes and limited-edition cigars, Eight's cocktail program is second-to-none, as bartenders carefully perfect time-honored and modernized cocktails to pair with guest’s tobacco of choice. Eight is adaptable and seamlessly transitions from a classic daytime cigar bar to a lively indoor/outdoor "cigar friendly" lounge in the evening. This venue is 21+ only.

- **SQUARE FOOTAGE:** 6,944 SQ FT
- **SEATING CAPACITY:** 125
- **RECEPTION CAPACITY:** 350
- **BAR SEATING:** 10
- **PDR 1:** 12
- **PDR 2:** 12
- **PDR COMBINED:** 25
- **MAIN TERRACE:** 100

Click here to learn more about Eight
Raising the bar and bringing the bubbles, Gatsby’s Cocktail Lounge is an upscale escape offering a cache of vintage and rare champagnes, vivid artisanal cocktails and aromatic wines. This venue is 21+ only.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 4900 SQ FT
- SEATING CAPACITY: 42
- RECEPTION CAPACITY: 200
- BAR SEATING: 8

Click here to reserve your group’s event!

Click here to learn more about Gatsby’s
The Golden Monkey Tiki Lounge immerse guests in a lively paradise as they are surrounded by classic tiki bar decor with a welcoming feel. The stunning venue features signature elements such as the golden monkey statues that sit perched above the bar, blended with elevated touches for a more modern ambiance.

- **SEATING CAPACITY: 50 SEATED**
- **BAR SEATING: 11**
- **RECEPTION: 90**
Jalisco Underground is the best of the Jalisco, Guadalajara, and Mexico City underground tequila culture, kept authentic to the source, while elevating it to the traditions of Las Vegas. We believe that we can exemplify, through our extensive travels and knowledge of the tequila culture in Mexico. The best tequilaria experience, providing something not ever seen in Sin City.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 4,435 SQ FT
- SEATING CAPACITY: 84
- BAR SEATING: 6
- RECEPTION CAPACITY: 300

Click here to learn more about Jalisco
Click here to reserve your group's event!
Experience an elegantly grunge speakeasy discretely tucked away in Famous Foods offering guests a laid-back hangout and an expertly crafted mixology program inspired by the Prohibition Era with a Singaporean twist. Here Kitty Kitty beckons visitors into a hidden world of sin.

Host our next celebration or corporate event at the most exclusive speakeasy in Las Vegas. Feed your curiosity & discover our unique top shelf specialty & traditional cocktails created by the most talented mixologist in the city. This venue is 21+ only.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 633 SQ FT
- SEATING CAPACITY: 30
- BAR SEATING: 8
- RECEPTION: 45

Click here to reserve your group’s event!
Zouk offers state-of-the-art lighting and video design, making it the most technologically advanced nightclub in Las Vegas. The customizable ceiling can provide a different backdrop every night. Zouk also offers the ability to have two rooms with separate programming. This venue is 21+ only.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 24,000
- CAPITAL: 100 RECEPTION
- EMPIRE: 600 RECEPTION
- ZOUK MAIN: 750 RECEPTION
- ZOUK NIGHTCLUB TOTAL CAPACITY: 1500 RECEPTION
- 50 SPACIOUS TABLES
  42 BOOTHs

Click here to learn more about Zouk
OUTDOOR VENUES
Perfect for larger-scale activations, the East Garden Plaza sits next to Las Vegas Boulevard with captivating views down the Strip. With over 14,000 square feet of space, the Plaza will take your next outdoor event to unprecedented levels of success.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 14,225 SQ FT
- RECEPTION: 1000
  SEATED: 500
Situated over the resort’s southeast wing, overlooking the Strip and Las Vegas Boulevard, this venue will provide the most awe-inspiring views and the most memorable social media moments. Think of this location as the slam-dunk for blowing away that important client or colleague.

- **SQUARE FOOTAGE**: 24,000
- **RECEPTION CAPACITY**: 1,600
- **DINNER CAPACITY**: 1000

Click here to learn more about this venue.
Overlooking the Las Vegas Strip, Rose Rooftop provides stunning views and the perfect outdoor event space for smaller groups and wedding ceremonies.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 5,610 SQ FT
- SEATED: 210
- RECEPTION: 300
The South Entry Plaza is located at the South East entrance to Resorts World and captures the energy and excitement of the world-famous Las Vegas Strip. Just outside the main entrance of The District, the South Entry Plaza offers over 15,000 sq. ft. of event space. Perfect for outdoor receptions and marketing activations, the plaza sits adjacent to the Las Vegas Convention Center and is certain to garner attention from those passing by.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 15,565 SQ FT
- CAPACITY: 1100 RECEPTION

Click here to learn more about this venue.
EVENT CENTER
Our Event Center offers over 72,000 sq. ft of multi-purpose events and entertainment space. Enjoy a seamless ground level entry from our resort and the exceptional guest service we are known for. Let us customize your next event in this flexible space.

- MEAL CAPACITY: 5000
- RECEPTION: 8000
- THEATER STYLE: 10000
- CLASSROOM STYLE: 4000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>246' 1&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NORTH 24,218 SQ. FT</td>
<td>82'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH 48,437 SQ. FT</td>
<td>164' 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Click here to learn more about this venue
Designed for the world’s top entertainers, the Resorts World Theatre is a 5,000-capacity concert and entertainment venue outfitted to host a myriad of affairs from A-List concerts to convention, corporate and sporting events.

The multi-level venue designed by the award-winning international design firm, Scéno Plus, is the home to Las Vegas’ largest and tallest performance stage with the furthest seat only 150 feet from the stage. The intimate venue features unparalleled comfort, unobstructed sightlines, and an unmatched immersive audio experience through more than 265 L-Acoustics speakers powered by LISA hyperreal technology.

- **SEATING CAPACITY:** 4,700
- **CAPABILITIES**
  - 13,550 sq ft stage, making it one of the largest and tallest on the strip
  - Furthest seat is only 150 feet from the stage
  - Audio system is comprised of 265 speakers
  - 5,000 SQ FT LED screen
POOLS
This 5.5-acre pool complex is the largest pool experience in Las Vegas. Soak that in. With seven district pool experiences, imagine what your group can do to personalize a special event or function. We also proudly boast the only infinity pool on the Las Vegas Strip.

- 5.5 ACRES INCLUDING AN 1,800 SQ FT ATHENA POOL
- 806 DRY LOUNGE CHAIRS
- 93 WET LOUNGE CHAIRS
- 20 DRY DAY BEDS
- 12 WET DAY BEDS
- 24 CABANAS
- RECEPTION: 1000
- ENTIRE POOL COMPLEX: 81,000 SQ FT
- RECEPTION: 2,800

Click here to reserve your group’s event
The heart of our pool complex, the Main Resort Pool consists of three bodies of water that invite guests to immerse themselves in an extravagant experience. Agave Bar & Grill, one of the pool’s food and beverage spots, is situated steps away from the water to keep you energized during your time under the sun. Guests can further personalize their experience by reserving a daybed that provides ultimate comfort and convenience.

- **RECEPTION**: 1,000
- **MAIN POOLS ONLY**: 17,200 SQ FT
  **RECEPTION**: 1,000
Known for its playful take on poolside lounging, the Bimini pool enhances all the fun occurring on the pool grounds. Featuring a game of oversized chess for swimmers to play their best game, challenge friends or fellow guests in an Instagrammable setting. Whether you’re a spectator anticipating the next play move or lounging in the Bimini Bar located next to the pool, enjoy larger-than-life moments in the perfect setting.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 13,000 SQ FT
- RECEPTION: 350

Click here to reserve your group’s event
Witness a stunning view of the city from the first ever adult-only infinity pool on The Strip. Perfect for clearing your mind and snapping unlimited picture-perfect moments, enjoy the feeling of the pool’s water refreshing your body while your eyes behold a phenomenal view. Further indulge in luxury by booking your choice of a pool chair, daybed or bungalow to suit your preferences for leisure.

- RECEPTION: 250

Click here to reserve your group’s event
Elevate your pool experience, Cabana style. Featuring 13 private cabanas and numerous deck chairs reserved for Crockfords guests, the Cabana Pool is perfect for swimmers who want to refresh under the sun while having the option to retreat in a private space after soaking in the pool. With comfortable amenities that encourage you to let loose and unwind, the Cabana Pool offers an experience that sets a new standard for poolside relaxation.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 17,200 SQ FT
- RECEPTION: 250
Gather your family members and visit our Family Pool to create unforgettable memories. Complete with a unique and playful water feature, both kids and adults are in for a thrilling water experience. The pool is also conveniently located next to Bites, a snack bar that allows you to refuel without creating a hassle. Upgrade your family outing by reserving one of three private cabanas that add another layer of poolside relaxation.

- SQUARE FOOTAGE: 14,600 SQ FT
- RECEPTION: 300

Click here to reserve your group’s event
SPA
Awana Spa is the first of its kind, complete with personalized treatments, immersive facilities, and approachable wellness offerings. The modern, yet warm space draws upon the principles of the golden ratio with rounded rooms, curved walls, and highly thought-out designs to promote a transformative and holistic experience. Guests can choose from a variety of treatments inspired by European and Eastern rituals with a unique social approach.

A unique offering of the spa includes a Sauna-Meister-led journey that enhances your visit as they direct hot and scented steam towards you through the rhythmical movements of a towel.

- SPA CAPACITY: 144
- TREATMENT ROOMS: 19
- GROUP CAPACITY: 144
For more information about Group Meetings at Resorts World, or to arrange for a guided tour of our spaces, please contact us:

HotelSales@rwlasvegas.com

3000 South Las Vegas Blvd.
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

(702) 676-6045